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                                            This is a wonderful tool! Before I found PDF-XChange Editor, I unfortunately referred to it as an “Acrobat alternative.” It’s truly not. It stands on its own and has more features that I would not have expected. It’s very responsive and straightforward and does a great job. Would I recommend it? You bet!
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                                            This is an excellent product, it goes way beyond even Adobe Acrobat DC, I was able to reduce
the size of a PDF by half as an example. I would highly recommend the program
           Larry Hitchens
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                                            It's the fastest PDF editor I ever used. Much better than the other expensive subscription options out there.
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                                            I really appreciate the software. I don't know exactly what I dislike or what is to be improved. 

I've used PDF-XChange in my last company for almost eleven years.
Not using it, I missed it and was slowing down my productivity inside my new company. 
It's now solved!

But nevertheless some details :
- some time I have some difficulty to save my work (under the same file, overwrite) and need to rename it before saving. (I use the portable Edition, and work on network folder)
- some time Toolbar and Windows application bar disappear (It's maybe not due to PDF-XChange) and I need to shut down the apps (Ctrl+Alt+Supp)
- I don't know how to use transparency with imported object (image from Bitmap for example). In my mind it was working very well on previous version, for example to put a scanned manual signature on a document. I need to retry this function.
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                                            Lots of features.
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                                            I like that PDF-XChange is meticulous in both reading and writing pdfs. I like the messages about errors in others' pdfs that can be fixed by PDF-X. I haven't plumbed the depths of the app yet - there is a lot to learn - but it has been easy to use some special features, e.g. converting a pdf into a spreadsheet, and the results have been surprisingly good.
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                                            Everything is working fine at the moment. We recently started using all the tools.
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                                            Dislike: the menu ribbon obscures the top portion (about 1 inch)  of a document that I want to edit. I have to make an edit that I really don't want in the bottom half of the doc to make the ribbon minimize and have access to the top portion where I really need to edit. Encountered this using the redact tool. 
Like: the price is reasonable.
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                                            Excellent software. The interface is meticulously designed and visually appealing. However, I would appreciate having OCR capabilities included in the license I purchased.
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                                            I like PDF-X-Change a lot. I think there is nothing I can't easily do with it. It covers all my needs, PDF wise.
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                                            Very Easy to Use & great features!
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                                            PDF-XChange Editor is a powerful tool to show and edit pdf-files. The user interface is intuitive and works fine. I only miss the possibility to export tables within a pdf-file to excel format. Instead you need to convert the whole file and then delete all the unnecessary stuff.
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                                            PDF-XChange Editor has completely replaced Adobe Acrobat in our enineering office workflow. 
The solid free-to-use features and the good licensed ones make it easy to switch from Adobe and their unspeakable expensive subscription models.
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                                            Nice product, but quite fresh, true and stable opinion will be after some more time using and problems faced (if faced) :)

Support amazing, so far :) Thanks!
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                                            I'm using PDF-Xchange since 2016.
Until now it works fine, it's simple to use, it has many good features.
To edit file is one of the best and is a good price/quality.
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                                            PDF-XChange Editor is an excellent PDF editor.  The application is easy to use, powerful and the cost is reasonable.
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                                            very user friendly and has all the things I need to get the job done!!
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                                            Very good for what I need. I use this soft every day.
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                                            I bought PDF-XChange Editor Plus about 2 years ago. I was tired of paying an outrageous price for another PDF editor which seemed to have a lot of bugs and security issues.  After having used that other software for so many years, there was a little bit of a learning curve for editing, but now I'm extremely happy with this product.  The version I have is a full functioned PDF creator/editor and after you learn it, it in some cases is even more powerful than the competitor.  Good job and keep the pricing reasonable so I can stay a loyal customer!
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            Your review has been added and will be published once the site admin has approved. 

            Many thanks for taking the time - very much appreciated!
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                    You can contact us by phone, email or our social media accounts — we are here to assist you.
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                        A global leader in PDF software. Everything you need to create, edit, enhance and convert PDF documents.
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